Practical Women’s Safety & Self-Defense Seminars
For Businesses, Organizations & Schools: Coming to India & Nepal!

As crimes against women dominate news cycles, more companies are stepping up security
measures to better protect one of their greatest assets—the female workforce. Whether a
woman meets danger on the street or on the job, in daily commute or social settings, concerns
for safety are paramount and widespread.
These concerns are a priority for any organization with an eye on their reputation and bottom
line. When crimes against women occur, co-workers and workplaces suffer and incur costs
including loss of morale and productivity, absenteeism and remedial expenses. In short, the
trauma of one can affect the entire system, raising anxiety and damaging a company’s name.
Even with best security practices in place, no company or organization can fully protect
women all day, every day. The best way to increase women’s safety and prevent harm is to
not only protect… but to empower women.
Far beyond how-to strategies, Soalt aims to strengthen women’s self defense capacity at its
root—equipping women with knowledge and tools to be their own best protectors:
Real personal safety calls for the re-awakening of innate instincts that allow for early
recognition of clues to impending danger, the skills and strategies to diffuse and escape
violence, and the ability to mobilize deep-seated primal powers to fight off attack.
It commands a monumental shift in women’s self perceptions, the channeling of emotions, and
unlocking a power and authority women often don’t know they possess.

While many can teach tactics and awareness, Soalt believes that the skill and will to effectively
self defend is best passed and realized through a FEMALE role model.

Women-Specific Methods: Crimes against women
are often intimate, predatory and committed by
someone familiar. This calls for knowledge and skills
tailored to women’s realties, body size, and the types
of intrusion and attack they are most likely to face:
from unwanted advances and harassment to violent
threats to full out assault. By capitalizing on
strengths, Soalt’s approach has been proveneffective.

Soalt’s interactive teaching presented with passion and compassion incorporates:


First LINES OF DEFENSE- heightening awareness and sense perceptions, body language,
verbal and BOUNDARY SETTING skills to deter and de-escalate conflict and violence.



RECOGNIZING behavioral clues and EARLY indicators of DANGER with strangers, nonstrangers and intimates.



Understanding the PREDATOR mindset, playbook and stages of deception.



Cultivating COMMAND PRESENCE and an internal “base of power” to enhance authority
and reduce risks of being targeted or bullied.



ESSENTIAL and UNCOMPLICATED breakaway and FIGHT-BACK-TO-ESCAPE-SKILLS from
standing, lying down, pin, choke and other common positions. Employing smart timing
and no-nonsense strategies; plus the ANATOMY of FEAR and what to expect.



The POWER of NOW: FEAR MANAGEMENT, MINDSETTING & FOCUSING. How to bypass
freezing and panicking and NOT be overwhelmed. Tools for remaining grounded,
focused, collected and able to act under adrenaline stress.



BREATHING techniques for all of the above.



OVERCOMING social programming and female
conditioning that can impede action when
seconds count. All systems must be Go!



USING the environment, IMPROVISED
weapons, plus the pros and cons of chemical
deterrents and other devices.

Seminar Formats, Offerings & Contact Info.

Workshops are available in a variety of formats to best suit your group’s needs. Whether it’s
lecture-demonstration to accommodate large audiences, popular hands-on group training (ideal for
groups of 20 – 25), or private instruction for select personnel, Soalt’s approach using role play and
scenario-based method creates a powerful learning experience and increases memory retention. Below
is a sample of offerings:

From Fear to Power - 90 minute presentation; ideal for large groups
How to be a ‘tough target’ with dynamic scenario demonstrations and group practice. Includes
recognizing predator clues, setting boundaries plus an intro to physical self-defense.

Find Your Fierce

- 3 to 4 hours of hands-on training; ideal for groups up to 25 or 30 max

Includes all of the above PLUS essential breakaway and rape escape methods. Includes partner practice,
opportunities for full-force scenario practice and group discussion. This popular program also focuses on
mindset preparedness, fear management, and how to swiftly tap deeper sources of power and strength.

Customized and Private Training

– For smaller, specialized and select groups

Includes all of the training above PLUS more specificity for particular groups and concerns.
Forexample, assault prevention and response options for journalists, executives, business
travelers or team leaders.

To contact Melissa directly in the US:
Email: fear2power@aol.com
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Website: www.dr-ruthless.com
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Telephone: +1 413 896 5357
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Skype: findyourfiercenow

Testimonials & Quotes

"I'm very impressed with this lady. A dynamic no-nonsense professional, Melissa puts her heart into her
work and really knows her stuff. If you're looking to train your female staff you'd be hard pressed to find
anyone better..."
Tony Scotti, foremost authority in Executive Protection with training
programs in 30 countries, 5 continents and with Fortune 500 Companies.

“We found Melissa's services to be outstanding! Her program is based on
strong security theory and the techniques stick with you. This program is
great and our evaluations without exception reflect this."
Boston's Beth Israel Deaconess Medical Center, world leading hospital

"The attendees were spellbound..."
The Miami Herald, Security & Loss Prevention Unit

"Professionally done and very well organized. The reaction was overwhelmingly positive. It was a quality
experience...a renewed sense of empowerment in the workplace and on the street"
Polaroid Corporation

“Melissa you are the best trainer! We learned so many things I will never forget…role plays and practice
in simulations is so different than just tips and lecture. You are a powerful role model and champion for
all women.”
Felicita Shongvah, Chairperson, TSLD New Delhi India; country manager, FSP Technology Inc.

“Melissa is a legitimate self defense talent. She’s explosive and fast and yes diminutive. While primarily
oriented for women, her concepts and efficient techniques translate directly for use by men, as well….”
Kelly McCann, CEO, Crucible Securities, former CNN analyst; leading use-of-force and combatives expert
in high risk environments.

“Melissa is a pioneer. She has so much passion for her work…her methods are wonderful, easy-to-learn
and very exciting! She empowers women to find their strength and use it to be safer and stronger in life.
We are privileged to receive training from her in Kathmandu and are looking forward to more…”
Rashmila Prajapati, Founder WEN (Women Empowerment Nepal), radio host Kantipur FM, media trainer
and producer.

Keep up Your Great Work, Melissa!"
John Douglas, Legendary Criminal FBI Profiler, Author, Mind Hunter

"Compelling…. Melissa's passion for this subject shines like a guiding star. Her emphasis on timing, how
to remain focused and fuel one's counterattack is excellent....this will change a woman's view of self
defense from the facade of "Karate Kid" and belt ranking to "I am the weapon!"
Karen Brand, 3rd degree Aikido Black Belt, women's self defense instructor

“Back by popular demand…. We just love this woman to death!
Crook & Chase, US television hosts, The Nashville Network

